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Abstract

1

Transactions and group communication are two techniques
to build fault-tolerant distributed applications. They have
evolved separately during a long time. It has been in the
last years when researchers have proposed an integration of
both techniques. Transactions were developed in the context of database systems to provide data consistency in the
presence of failures and concurrent accesses. On the other
hand, group communication was proposed as a basic building for reliable distributed systems, and it deals with consistency in the delivery of multicast messages. The difficulty
of the integration stems from the fact that the two techniques
provide very different kinds of consistency.
This work addresses the following questions: Is it possible to build a system providing both models? Is it possible
to propose an integrated model? This work discusses how
applications using group communication can benefit from
transactions and vice versa. Groups of processes can deal
with persistent data in a consistent way with the help of
transactions and transactional applications can take advantage of group communication to build distributed cooperative servers as well as replicated ones. An additional advantage of an integrated approach is that it can be used as a base
for building transactional applications taking advantage of
computer clusters.
In this paper we address the integration of transactions
and group communication proposing a new transaction model,
GroupTransactions, where transactional servers can be groups
of processes.

Two well-known techniques to build fault-tolerant distributed
systems are transactions and group communication. Transactions [GR93] were developed to provide data consistency
in the presence of concurrent accesses and failures. Group
communication (multicast) [HT93] was proposed as a building block for reliable distributed systems. Group communication provides different levels of consistency in the delivery of multicast messages. These techniques have evolved
quite independently, transactions in the context of databases
and group communication to build distributed systems. It
has not been until the last years when researchers have tried
to integrate both techniques.
During the mid-nineties a debate [CS93, Bir94a, Ren94,
Shr94] in the distributed systems community took place about
whether group communication was enough to build any kind
of fault-tolerant application. One of the conclusions of this
discussion was that group communication and transactions
are two complementary fault-tolerance techniques. Since
then, several research groups have become interested in the
integration of both models.
For instance, in [GS94] it is studied a basic mechanism,
Dynamic Terminating Multicast, that can be used to build
both transactional and group systems. This work takes advantage of the fact that commit and multicast algorithms are
special cases of the consensus problem. They propose Dynamic Terminating Multicast as a basic mechanism to build
both kinds of algorithms on top of it. Although their work
deals with the integration of transactions and group communication, it just deals with the implementation of the commit
protocol.
[Bir94b] proposes an integration of two models of con-
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sistency namely, virtual synchrony [Bir93] and linearizability [HW90]. In that integration services can be requested
to groups of objects. Virtual synchrony guarantee that all
group members perceive membership (view) changes at the
same virtual time. Linealribility is a relaxation of serializability. It guarantees that the result of a set of concurrent
invocations on a given object is equivalent to a serial execution. Serializability [BHG87] guarantees serial execution of
concurrent transactions (sets of operations on different objects). This approach combines group communication with
a relaxed concurrency control method, but it does not deal
with the bulk of transactional systems that imply a stronger
isolation condition, serializability, as well as failure atomicity. However, the paper points out that the inclusion of these
properties, serializability and failure atomicity, in the model
must be addressed.
[SR96] presents a more complete approach. In this paper, the authors explore the role of group communication in
building transactional systems. The point of the paper is that
group communication primitives are an application structuring mechanism that provides by itself transactional semantics. A transaction is sent in a single reliable total-ordered
multicast message to all the servers the transaction needs
to contact. Transaction atomicity is provided by multicast
atomicity. That is, a message is delivered to all group members or to none of them. This approach has some penalties:
groups must be dynamic, increasing transaction latency as
a consequence. There are some other issues that are not addressed in the paper like recovery and transaction nesting.
In contrast the approach taken in [LS00, LS98] provides
transactions as a basic mechanism while multicast is hidden from application programmers. Transactions can access
replicated objects and therefore, they provide high availability. However, the locking granularity is an object group,
which restricts concurrency. On the other hand, they try
to avoid ordering guarantees for multicast, which increases
performance. However, this can produce client starvation,
when it cannot lock enough replicas.
Some programming languages [ST95, M ÁAG96] have
incorporated group communication primitives and features
for replication, recovery and failure notification. Although,
no facilities for transaction processing are available.
A different integrative approach has been the use of group
communication as a building block to implement database
replication. This approach has been taken in [PJKA00, PGS98,
KPAS99, HAA99]. In these papers, reliable total ordered
multicast is used to propagate updates from a replica where
a transaction has been executed to the rest of the replicas.
However, the emphasis is on improving the implementation
of database replication rather than providing an integrated
model.
Corba [OMGa] provides a transaction service (OTS) and
many research projects [MMSN99, LM97, FGS98, MFX99,

MSEL99] have integrated group communication in that framework. Corba has been recently enhanced with replication
(FT-Corba [OMGb]). However, in [FG99] it is stated that
the composition and FT-Corba does not result in any meaningful combination of their strengths.
In [MDB01] it is stated that none of the previous systems
considers the problem of integrating group communication
with the transactional frameworks they extend. The paper
also describes how to integrate group communication with
Jini [AOS+ 99] transactions to provide transparently transactions over replicated objects.
In all the previously mentioned works the integration
of transactions and group communication has been identified as a key issue “to extend the power and generality
of group communication as a broad distributed computing
discipline for designing and implementing reliable applications” [SR96]. However, all the mentioned just consider
group communication to build replicated systems, but groups
can be used for other purposes [LCN90]. In this paper we
address a complete integration of transactions and group
communication. Group Transactions is a new transaction
model in which transactional servers are groups of processes,
either cooperative or replicated. Clients interact with these
transactional group servers by multicasting their requests to
them.
The paper is structured as follows, section 2 presents
some definitions. Section 3 presents the proposed model,
Group Transactions. Section 4 shows some applications of
the model. In section 5 some implementation aspects are
discussed. Finally, we present our conclusions in section 6.

2

Model and Definitions

2.1 System
A distributed system consists of a number of nodes with no
shared memory among them that communicate exchanging
messages. Network partitions are not considered.
In each node there is a set of processes. Each process
belongs to a group. A group is seen as an individual logical entity, which does not allow its clients either to view
its internal state, nor the interactions among its members.
Processes belonging to the same group share a common interface and application semantics. A group interface is a
description of remotely callable services, which must be implemented inside each group member.
Group communication primitives [HT93] are used to communicate with groups. A request to a group is multicast to
all the processes of a group. Multicast messages are reliable. That is, a message is delivered at all available sites
or none of them. Regarding message ordering we consider
multicast primitives providing FIFO order (messages from
the same sender are delivered in the order they were mul-

ticast) or total order (all messages are delivered at all processes in the same order). We assume a virtual synchronous
model [Bir93], which ensures that a message is delivered in
the same view by all processes that deliver the message.
We distinguish two kinds of groups, replicated and cooperative groups, according to the state and behavior of its
members.
Replicated groups implement the active replication model,
that is, they behave as state machines [Sch90]. According
to this model all the group members are identical replicas,
that is, they have the same state and should run on failureindependent nodes. Clients use total ordered multicast to
submit their requests to replicated groups (Fig. 1.b). Therefore, all group members receive the same requests and produce the same answers.
A replicated group can act as a client of another group.
Replication transparency is provided by the underlying communication system that filters the replicated requests so that
a single message is issued. This is known as “n-to-1” communication [LCN90] (Fig. 1.c). This type of communication allows building programs with active replication and
minimal additional effort for the programmer, that is, as if
the group were made out of a single process. To our knowledge Group IO [GM ÁA97] is the only library that supports
this kind of communication.
On the other hand, a cooperative group (Fig. 1.a) do not
need to have neither the same state nor the same code. They
are intended to divide data among its members and/or to
express parallelism taking advantage of multiprocessing or
distribution capabilities in order to increase the throughput.
A simple example is matrix multiplication. Each member
of a cooperative group can compute a row. Each member
of the group has a copy of the matrix and knows which elements it has to multiply.
Members of a cooperative group are aware of each other
and they can communicate multicasting messages to the
group. This kind of communication is called intragroup
communication. Invocations from a cooperative group are
independent so they are not filtered by the communication
system.

2.2 Transactions
A transaction is a sequence of operations that are executed
atomically, that is, they are all executed (the transaction
commits) or the result it is as if they had not been executed
(it aborts). Two operations on the same data item conflict
if they belong to different transactions and at least one of
them modifies the data item. Transactions with conflicting
operations must be isolated from each other to guarantee
serializable executions [BHG87].
A transaction that is executed in a single node is called
a local transaction, while those that are executed in several

nodes are distributed transactions.
Transactions can be nested [Mos85]. Nested transactions
or subtransactions can be executed concurrently, but isolated from each other. This kind of concurrency is competitive and only allows dividing a task into independent chunks
(isolation forbids any cooperation). Transactions that are
not nested inside another transaction are called top-level
transactions. If a top level transaction aborts, all its subtransactions and their descendants will also abort, no matter
whether they have committed or aborted. However, a subtransaction abortion does not compromise the result of its
parent transaction (the enclosing one). Hence, subtransactions allow failure confinement.

3

Group Transactions

Group Transactions is a transaction model that integrates
nested transactions and groups of processes (i.e., group communication). Whenever data consistency in the presence of
concurrent accesses and failures is needed, data should be
accessed within a transaction. Applications are made out
of groups in our model. Group services can be invoked
from transactions. To guarantee data consistency, groups invoked from a transaction cannot be invoked outside a transaction. Therefore, we distinguish transactional groups and
non-transactional ones. Transactional group services are executed as subtransactions, hence, concurrent services are
executed atomically and isolated from each other. Group
data can be persistent or volatile. Subtransactions guarantee
data consistency. Top level transactions are always started
at a non-transactional process.
Traditional transactions have a single flow of execution.
However, in order to use transactions in a more general
setting, for instance to build fault-tolerant and high available distributed applications, transactions should have multiple flows of execution. These flows of execution (threads)
or intratransactional concurrency allow to transform easily
concurrent programs into fault-tolerant programs. This intratransactional concurrency is coooperative, in constrast to
the concurrency provided by subtransactions that is competitive. Transactions with local flows of execution are called
multithreaded transactions. Threads of the same transaction (siblings) can communicate among them.
Concurrency control mechanisms are used to guarantee
the isolation of different transactions, however, those mechanisms do not apply to the local flows of execution of a
transaction. A local thread of a transaction can write a data
item while sibling is reading it. The underlying system must
provide some kind of mutual exclusion to guarantee physical consistency, for instance latches [MHL + 98].
Any transaction flow can start subtransactions. As a transaction can have several threads, a subtransaction and its
parent transaction can run concurrently. Traditional nested

Figure 1: Group invocations and invocations from groups
transactions do not allow parent and child transactions to
run concurrently. In our model, due to multithreading parent and child transactions can run in parallel. The semantics
provided is that subtransactions are seen atomically by all
the threads of its parent transaction. [HR93] studies different forms of parent/child transaction concurrency, but they
are based on explicit synchronization, whilst our approach
provides an implicit synchronization closer to the transaction philosophy.
Services of transactional groups must be called within a
transaction and are executed as a distributed subtransaction
or multiprocess subtransaction. The invocation of transactional groups within a transaction allows the isolation and
atomicity of a set of group invocations, which it is not possible without transactional support.
Group members can have a persistent state. During recovery it is guaranteed that group members obtain a consistent state.

3.1 Transactional Replicated Groups
An invocation to a replicated group is executed as a replicated subtransaction, the same in all the group members. If
a member of a replicated group fails during the execution of
a replicated subtransaction, the subtransaction will not abort
as far as there is at least one available group member. Therefore, replicated groups can tolerate k 1 failures, being k the
number of group members. Transactional replicated groups
provide high availability of both data and processing. If all
the groups involved in a transaction (including the client)
are replicated, the transaction will not abort in the presence

of failures on client and server replicas, hence, transactions
will be highly available.
A transaction on a replicated group is executed by a thread
at each group member. Those threads cannot create additional threads in order to maintain replica determinism.
However, a replicated group can execute several transactions concurrently to provide an adequate level of concurrency. A transactional replicated group uses a deterministic
scheduler [JPA00], which ensures that all the replicas execute the same sequence of steps despite their multithreaded
nature.
Since multicast messages are totally ordered and a deterministic scheduler is used, deadlocks on a single data
item cannot happen. It is not possible an execution of two
concurrent transactions where one of them locks an item in
a subset of the replicas and the other locks the same item
in another subset of the replicas. This problem happens in
many replicated transactional systems.
Invocations from a transactional replicated group are filtered, so that only one invocation is made. These invocations are also executed as subtransactions of the calling
transaction. The results of an invocation are sent back to
all the members of the calling group. In Figure 2, there
is a transactional replicated group (gt1) that invokes another transactional group (gt2). The client group invokes
service E1 in gt1. As a consequence a replicated subtransaction (T1.1) is created. If any of the two members of the
replicated group fails, the subtransaction can still commit.
When the replicas invoke service E2 in gt2, a single request
is made. The request result is returned to both members of
the calling group.

also cooperate using another group. For instance, in the figure, if subtransaction T1.1.1 executes before subtransaction
T1.1.2, the latter will see the effects of the former subtransaction as both are subtransactions of the same transaction
(T1.1).

Figure 2: A transactional replicated group
When a failed member recovers, it performs a recovery process in order to undo the effects of uncommitted
transactions on persistent data. Before joining the group,
the state of the new member is updated with the state of
a correct member. This state transfer is needed because
the group could have been working while that member was
down. The state transfer can be automatically made, since
all group members have the same state. The state transfer is performed after all the subtransactions executing in
the group at the time of the join message delivery have finished. The new member will execute the group invocations
corresponding to transactions initiated after the delivery of
the join message.

3.2 Transactional Cooperative Groups
Cooperative group invocations are executed as a cooperative subtransaction. All the members of the group execute
in parallel a thread of the subtransaction. Since members of
a cooperative group are aware of each other, they can use intragroup communication to cooperate. Members of a cooperative group can create new local threads to perform concurrently a service. The scope of these thread is restricted
to the service where they are created.
Participants of a cooperative transaction can invoke another groups. These invocations are also executed as subtransactions. Figure 3 shows the interaction with a transactional cooperative group. Subtransaction T1.1 is a cooperative subtransaction, where its participants can communicate (collaborate) using intragroup communication. Although the two group members invoke service E2 in group
gt2, invocations are independent and are executed as different subtransactions. Members of a cooperative group can

Figure 3: A transactional cooperative group
Cooperative groups can have either of the following failures modes: all-commit-or-none and any-commits. In the
former failure mode a transaction commits only if all its
processes end successfully. In the latter mode, if a node,
where one of the group members resides, crashes while processing requests, the client will be notified and it will receive less answers from the group, but the transaction will
not be aborted. The group could process further requests
without all its members. This failure mode can be used
when it is possible to perform services in a possibly degraded mode.
When a failed node restarts, group members in that node
can join again their corresponding groups. Before joining
the group a failed member will perform a recovery process.
Since the rest of the group members could have been working in the meantime, the restarted member might need information from the group in order to update its state. The
state transfer cannot be made transparently as it happens
with replicated groups. The reason is that, in general, group
members do not share the same state. Members of a cooperative group should define a recovery section to define
the exchange of information needed before the new member joins the group.

4 Applications of the model
4.1 Cooperative Agenda
Traditional transaction models have precluded cooperation
within transactions due to their isolation property. Some
advanced transaction models [JK97] have been proposed to
deal with cooperative applications. However, their approach
has been quite different. Cooperative transactions [NRZ92]
relax serializability and offer different kinds of locks less restrictive than read/write ones, so transactions corresponding
to different clients can cooperate. This is useful in cooperative applications like CAD environments.
Let us see an example to illustrate the kind of cooperative
applications for which cooperative groups are well-suited.
The application under consideration will be in charge of
the maintenance of the set of agendas of an organization
or organization agenda. The application will register collective appointments (like department or section meetings)
as well as private ones (go to the dentist). Each department of the organization keeps the agendas corresponding
to its members or department agenda. A transactional cooperative group can be used to implement the organization agenda. The group provides services to access the distributed organization agenda. Each group member will keep
a department agenda. Since the group is transactional, consistency of agendas is guaranteed in presence of concurrent accesses and node failures. This would be impossible with a non-transactional group. Using a traditional nontransactional group this would not be possible.
A user can add, remove or modify entries in her agenda.
An agenda resides in a single group member, and thus, this
service does not require any cooperation. A more interesting service is the one of making a reservation for a set of
people (i.e. a meeting). A reservation is made in two steps.
First, the user asks for the free common slots in the set of
agendas within a particular period of time. Then, the user
chooses one of the slots and the reservation is made. Each
step is implemented with a different group service. Clients
want to make the reservation atomically, hence, both services should be called from within a transaction. The server
group provides the FindFreeSlots service to search for
all the common free slots in a set of agendas during a particular period of time. It also provides the MakeCollectiveReservation service to perform the reservation.
The FindFreeSlots service requires cooperation among
the members of the server group due to common free slots
cannot be found locally at one member. Common free slots
can be obtained by intersecting the free slots in the requested
period of time of all the set of agendas.
This intersection can be performed in two steps. A member of the group can coordinate this process. In the first
step, the coordinator will request (multicasting it) to rest of
the group members to do the intersection of the involved

local agendas. As a result of this request the coordinator
will receive all the local intersections. In the second step, it
will intersect all the local intersections to obtain the global
intersection that will be returned to the client.
The global result can be computed in a more balanced
way, if the coordinator sends its local intersection to the
rest of the members. Thus, the rest of the members will
intersect the coordinator local intersection with their local
one, returning a (hopefully) smaller intersection and thus,
the global intersection to be computed by the coordinator
will be smaller.
As a result of FindFreeSlots, the client will receive
the set of available free common slots. In the second step,
the client will choose one of them to make the reservation
through the MakeCollectiveReservation service.
The reservation request will be multicast to all the group
members and in response they will make the reservations
corresponding to their local agendas involved in the reservation.
If a client wants to both make a reservation in a set of
agendas as well as to book a meeting room. A server can be
devoted to the reservations of meeting rooms in all the organization. In this case, the reliability requirements can be
stronger and the organization can be interested in a highly
available service, so even in the advent of node crashes
the information about meeting rooms will be still available.
Thus, a transactional replicated server can be devoted to
held the information about meeting rooms providing the required availability. The client will make the reservation in
the set of agendas and for a meeting room within the same
transaction to guarantee that both reservations are done or
none of them.

4.2 Fault-tolerant parallel computing
Most parallel programming languages have ignored the issue of fault tolerance. The reason is that parallel programs
are usually written to increase the performance of a computation. Fault tolerance decreases performance and it is not
worth in the current small-scale systems where processor
crashes are not very frequent.
Nowadays, there is an increasing trend of using largescale systems. This combined with the increasing need for
bigger computations will make fault tolerance a topic to be
dealt with in parallel computing. In parallel computations
running for days in hundreds or thousands of processors
failures will be likely.
This topic has been addressed in [Bal92] where the introduction of fault-tolerance in parallel applications using
Argus [Lis88] is studied. One of the examples proposed
in [Bal92] uses a master-slave scheme. The master can be
seen as a client of the slaves. The master distributes subcomputations to the slave processes. This master can be

seen as a client of the slaves. The master splits a computation up into subcomputations that are executed on different slaves. Thus, subcomputations are executed as transactions what confines processor crashes to a single subcomputation, preventing the repetition of the whole computation.
To prevent the loss of the whole computation due to a crash,
checkpoints are written into stable memory. The master to
achieve the checkpoints executes each checkpointed computation within a different top-level transaction. Thus, after
a crash of the master it is only necessary the repetition of
subcomputations not checkpointed before the master crash.
However, it is not always feasible to split a computation
into totally independent subcomputations. Some subcomputations might need to know intermediate results of other
subcomputations. Traditional languages, like Argus, and
models fail here, as transactions cannot cooperate. Group
Transactions is an adequate model for fault-tolerant parallel
computing, especially for those applications that need cooperation among subcomputations. Multiprocess and multithreaded transactions allow the work distribution in a cooperative way. Multiprocess transactions can used to distribute a computation among a set of nodes, whilst multithreaded transactions can take advantage of multiprocessing
(or multiprogramming) capabilities to run multiple threads
of a transaction in parallel.
In [Bal92] stable memory is used to save the results of
subcomputations to prevent its lose in the advent of failures. The use of stable memory results quite expensive.
In Group Transactions the creator of a transaction can be
a replicated group. That group acts as a replicated master.
Thus, subcomputations received by a replicated master can
be stored in volatile memory and they will not be lost due
to the availability provided by replication. Although group
communication has a cost, it is much cheaper than stable
memory that requires careful writes [Lam81].
In the approach using Argus, each subcomputation checkpoint is achieved by running the subcomputation as a toplevel transaction. Top-level transactions are expensive due
to the atomic commitment protocol. Thus, another advantage of the proposed model is that the whole computation
can be executed as a single top-level transaction in the replicated master. Subcomputations can be run as subtransactions, thus failure confinement is guaranteed with a cheaper
solution.
Some parallel algorithms can perform more efficiently
by using broadcast [TKB92, YLC90]. For instance, the parallel version of shortest path Floyd’s algorithm [Bal92]. As
Argus only provides transactions, broadcasts can only be
achieved by point-to-point messages with the corresponding
loss of performance. Another advantage of Group Transactions is that members of cooperative group can multicast
messages to the other group members, this yields to an increase of performance with respect to a traditional transac-

tional system without group communication like Argus.

4.3 Other applications
4.3.1 Database replication
Another interesting application of the model is the implementation of replicated databases. It has been recently studied how to take advantage of group communication in the
implementation of replicated databases [PJKA00, KPAS99,
PGS98, HAA99]. These approaches allow to manage replication in database systems that do not support replication,
although they require the modification of the database system implementation. Group Transactions provides a complementary approach to support replication in this context.
It is possible to use a replicated group to manage a replicated database based on a database system that does not
support replication. Each group member is in charge of interacting with one of the database copies. What it is more,
databases can be heterogeneous (different vendors), each
group member will hide the interaction with each different
database.
4.3.2 Cluster computing
Cluster computing has become a new paradigm for high
performance computing. A cluster of computers is a collection of computers connected with a high speed reliable
LAN that provides a set of services. Traditional transactions cannot take advantage of this kind of architectures,
while Group Transactions suits it perfectly. A transactional
group server can be run on top of a cluster to provide transactional services. These transactional services can be distributed among the cluster to reduce their latency.
4.3.3 Transaction Processing in Multiprocessors
Multithreaded transactions can be used to take advantage
of multiprocessors. Threads of a transaction can cooperate
by means of shared memory and can be run on different
processors to reduce the latency of the transaction.

5

Practical aspects for improving performance

One of the disadvantages of using reliable multicast are the
incurred costs. The integration of transactions and group
communication has the advantage that it allows cheaper implementations of multicast, in particular, reliable total ordered multicast. It has been found that in a local area network (LAN) like ethernet, multicasts are spontaneously total ordered in a LAN with a very high probability [PS98].
In this work they take advantage of this fact to implement

an optimistic total ordered multicast. This optimistic multicast can be used in a transactional setting combined with
a transaction manager, such that multicast requests are delivered immediately and only in the unlikely event of a violation of the total order, the involved transaction is aborted
[PJKA00, KPAS99]. This approach helps to reduce the latency of total ordered multicasts. Our model can also take
advantage of this approach.
Another technique that can be used to reduce the number
of multicasts to replicated groups consists in grouping set
of interactions with their control code in what we denominate a CompositeCall [PBJ+ 99, BJP+ 00] and send it to the
replicated group where it will be interpreted in the style of
stored procedures. On the server side the interpretation of
the CompositeCall will yield local calls to the replica what
will be much cheaper than crossing the network. In database
systems a similar approach has been taken with stored procedures [Eis96].

Finally, some hints about how to improve efficiency of
the model implementation are provided.
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